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Slightly altered from its original appearance in Soldier of Fortune magazine, Death of a Hero,
Birth of a Legend tells the story of four men as they battle war and life. However, when one man,
Vietnam Vet Rick Rescorla (a major character in We Were Soldiers Once...And Young), is tested
during the attack on the World Trade Center on 9/11, the beauty of a true hero is shown.Jim
Morris is a veteran who served three tours with Special Forces (The Green Berets) in Vietnam.
The second and third were cut short by serious wounds. He retired of wounds as a major. He
has maintained his interest in the mountain peoples of Vietnam with whom he fought, and has
been, for many years, a refugee and civil rights activist on their behalf.His Vietnam memoir War
Story won the first Bernal Diaz Award for military non-fiction. Morris is author of the story from
which the film Operation Dumbo Drop was made, and has produced numerous documentary
television episodes about the Vietnam War. He is author of three books of non-fiction and four
novels. He has appeared on MSNBC as a commentator on Special Operations.

Marianne rated it it was amazingMr Bennet's Surprise by Australian author Margaret Lynette
Sharp is a "Pride and Prejudice" Variation Vignette. When Mr Bennet reveals the contents of the
letter he has just received from a Mr Thomas Bennet, Mrs Bennet almost swoons at the scandal
of it, then does an acrobatic about face as she considers the advantage it might bring to her
family. And while Jane and Elizabeth are shocked at the whole idea, Lydia is quite titillated. What
could be the truth of the matter?Sharp easily evokes the style and tone of Austen's writing,
giving the reader a taste of what might have occurred before Lizzy ever met Mr Darcy. This Jane
Austen Fan Fiction, taken in the spirit intended, this is a brief but enjoyable read.With thanks to
the author for this copy to read and review.
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DEATH OF A HEROBIRTH OF A LEGENDJim MorrisAntenna BooksBrooklyn, NYCopyright ©
by Jim MorrisCover photo courtesy of the Rescorla familyCover by Doug GradA slightly different
version of this book originally appeared in Soldier of Fortune magazine.I first knew Rick
Rescorla when we were writing students in the University of Oklahoma Professional Writing
program. We met at a table of coffee drinkers in the Hester-Robertson cafeteria. All of us were
writing students. The guys were either veterans or gimps or both. The women were a Seminole
Princess, a Ukrainian adventuress and some good ol’ Okie gals.I soon ran out of my own war
stories and started telling Larry Dring’s, with attribution. Turned out Rick and Dring were OCS
classmates.“Look,” I said to Rick. “I knew Dring for three years on Okinawa and for a year in
Vietnam. I’ve never once seen him in the correct uniform. He’s a great jungle fighter, but how did
he ever get through OCS?”Rick smiled, “He spent most of his time in a French camo bush jacket
and red beret, giving weapons demonstrations to ROTC cadets.” That was Larry to a T, and the
start of my friendship with Rick.He was big, good-looking and charismatic. He spoke in
enthusiastic rushes of well-chosen words, in an American accent with just a hint of a Cornish lilt
to it. And he was the most conservative looking student on the OU campus. It was high hippie
days, but Rick always wore brogans, pleated slacks, usually with a dress shirt, and a short
haircut.My wife, Juanita, loved Rick as a friend, and wanted him to be happy. She introduced him
to Betsy Nathan, a beautiful young woman she had met in art class. They married.Cyril Richard
Rescorla was born in Cornwall, England in May of 1939. I only learned his first name was Cyril
when I read it in LTG Hal Moore and Joe Galloway’s great book We Were Soldiers Once…and
Young. Good thing for him, too. I’d have razzed his ass until it bled. He hated the name Cyril.In
Cornwall Rescorla was a soccer star and a good student. There was nothing there for a man of
his talents. Everybody expected him to become a pro footballer, but he chose the army. He rose
to sergeant in 22 SAS on Cyprus, an island in turmoil at the time. He saw a good deal of small-
unit combat. This was not like a US unit where the intel goes up the line, comes back down to an
operational unit in a distorted form with a restrictive oplan drawn up by higher headquarters, to
be acted on after it’s too late. The plan was, bring in a terr at noon, encourage him to discuss his
associates and their whereabouts in the evening, and roll up his net about 0430 the next
morning. Not a lot of messing around.But, as with Cornwall, the British Army didn’t offer enough
scope for a bright guy with a lower class background. The officers were all named “Rupert” and
“Nigel.” They grew up in 300-year-old houses, and their fathers were earls and lords. No
commoners need apply.Next stop, Bobbie school. As usual Rescorla was the honor graduate.
“Most boring job I ever had,” Rick said later. He was assigned to the Scotland Yard flying squad,
perhaps the most prestigious police posting in England. The paperwork nauseated him. He went
looking for more interesting work, and found it in Africa.What is now Zambia was then Northern
Rhodesia. The British were preparing to turn the colony over to the Africans, but in the meantime
order had to be maintained. Rick’s police unit was a paramilitary force, with riot control duties as



well as standard police work. Rescorla was also the star forward of the football (soccer) team.

Death of Houston Astros

Keeping Each Other Alive: A Vietnam War Memoir The Giant Killer: The incredible true story of
the smallest man to serve in the U.S. Military—Vietnam veteran Green Beret Captain Richard J.
Flaherty - Silver Star, 2 Bronze Stars, & 2 Purple Hearts. SONS OF KOLCHAK: A company
commander during the Vietnam Tet Offensive of 1968 tells the story of his men's raw courage
and valor. Run Through the Jungle: Real Adventures in Vietnam with the 173Rd Airborne
Brigade On Full Automatic: Surviving 13 Months in Vietnam Baptism: A Vietnam Memoir Across
The Fence: The Secret War in Vietnam (Expanded Edition) We Few: U.S. Special Forces in
Vietnam Mongoose Bravo: Vietnam: A Time of Reflection Over Events So Long Ago Taking Fire:
A Vietnam Gunship Pilot's Daily Journal LRRP (Provisional) 2nd Bde 4th Infantry Division
Vietnam 1966-67 Let's Kill the Dai Uy (Short Story) KILL ZONE: We were going to die. It was
Vietnam 1968. My soldiers and I fought back. We improvised. We adjusted. We quickly learned
what we needed to learn. We survived. The Ground You Stand Upon: Life of a Skytrooper in
Vietnam On The Ground: The Secret War in Vietnam Undaunted Valor: An Assault Helicopter
Unit in Vietnam Blackjack-34 (previously titled No Greater Love): One Deadly Day of Courage,
Carnage, and Ultimate Sacrifice for the Mobile Guerrilla Force in Vietnam THE YOUNGEST
GREEN BERET: Real people, real combat, espionage, and conflict in the Mekong Delta 1969
Rogue Soldier: One Man's War
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Linda McBroom, “Interesting info!. This book by Jim Morris tells a story that could have been
extended into a full length book. But I think that it was written in the best way to tell that particular
story.  Props to the author!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Men of valor. Whatever it is that makes a person a hero on the battlefield
can make them heroes in the civilian world as well.”

Master Hahn, “Brief, But to The Point - A True Hero. Brief little bio of a true hero.”

The book by Jim Morris has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 23 people have provided feedback.
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